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25 March 2019
Dear Parent/Carers
Following the Ofsted inspection which was undertaken on Tuesday 12 March 2019, I am delighted
to inform you of the outcome which states that Corpus Christi continues to be a good College.
The report highlights that;


The leadership team has maintained the good quality of education in the
school since the last inspection.



The leadership team has ensured that all safeguarding arrangements are fit
for purpose. Staff and safeguarding leaders have a well-developed
understanding of the risks students may face.



The quality of students’ personal development, behaviour and welfare is a
significant strength. One student spoke for others when saying:
‘We feel lucky to attend this school. The teachers really want the best for us.’



Rates of attendance are improving and persistent absence is reducing.



Students say that staff monitor social times effectively and that this, along
with students’ positive attitudes to learning and the school in general,
contributes to a calm and purposeful learning environment.



The most-able students are now showing signs that the improving quality of
teaching, learning and assessment is having a positive effect on the progress
they make, particularly in English and mathematics.



Students with additional needs have high ambitions, a clear understanding of what their
next steps will be after school and, currently, make good progress over time.

The inspector identified some areas for improvement to move the college towards being
outstanding. These areas include improving the progress of disadvantaged students and
developing students reading and writing skills in key stage three. These are already priorities in our
College Improvement Plan.
The full report can be found on our website, however, if you would like a paper copy please
contact the College.
This report is a reflection of our students’ hard work and positive attitudes to study, the tremendous
ongoing support which we receive from our families and a dedicated staff and governing body
who relentlessly strive for the very best outcomes for all.
Yours sincerely

Mr S Mort
Principal

